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We introduce a distinctive feature of spin-polarized transport, the spin Coulomb drag: there is an intrinsic
source of friction for spin currents due to the Coulomb interaction between spin ‘‘up’’ and spin ‘‘down’’
electrons. We calculate the associated ‘‘spin trans-resistivity’’ in a generalized random-phase approximation
and show that, to the leading order in the interactions, it has no contribution from correlated impurity scatter-
ing. We show that, in an appropriate range of parameters, such resistivity is measurable, and we propose an
experiment to measure it.Interest in spin-polarized transport has been growing dra-
matically in the past few years, spurred by the hope of real-
izing practical spin-electronic devices in a not too distant
future.1 In particular, it has been shown that spin coherence
can be maintained over large distances ds*100 mm and for
long times T2;102921028 s both in metals2 and in
semiconductors.3
In this paper we introduce a distinctive feature of spin-
polarized transport: in a conductor, due to the Coulomb in-
teraction, there is an intrinsic mechanism for friction be-
tween electrons of different spin, the ‘‘spin Coulomb drag’’
~SCD!. For simplicity, we shall restrict our discussion to the
case in which the spin state of each electron can be classified
as ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ relative to the z axis. In the absence of
impurities, the total momentum P5( ipi , where pi is the
momentum of the ith electron, is a conserved quantity. On
the contrary, the ‘‘up’’ and the ‘‘down’’ components of the
total momentum, P↑5( ipi↑(11sˆ zi)/2 and P↓5( ipi↓(1
2sˆ zi)/2, where sˆ zi is the the Pauli matrix for the z compo-
nent of the ith electron’s spin, are not separately conserved
even in the absence of impurities: Coulomb scattering can
transfer momentum between spin-up and spin-down elec-
trons thereby effectively introducing a ‘‘friction’’ for relative
motion of the two spin components. If, for example, one of
the two spin components is set into motion relative to the
other, it will tend to drag the latter in the same direction. Or,
if a finite spin current is set up through the application of an
external field, then the Coulomb interaction will tend to
equalize the net momenta of the two spin components, caus-
ing the difference ^P↑&2^P↓& to decay to zero when the
external field is turned off.
The most dramatic manifestation of the SCD is the ap-
pearance of a finite trans-resistivity defined as the ratio of the
gradient of the spin-down electrochemical potential to the
spin-up current density when the spin-down current is zero.
This is completely analogous to the trans-resistivity mea-
sured in Coulomb drag experiments with electrons in two
separate layers,4–6 but in this case what makes the two elec-
tron populations distinguishable is not a physical separation
but the different spin. In SCD, the nonconservation of thePRB 620163-1829/2000/62~8!/4853~5!/$15.00spin, caused mainly by the spin-orbit interaction, represents a
‘‘leakage’’ mechanism analogous to the interlayer tunneling
in the usual Coulomb drag.
First of all, let us describe the SCD from a phenomeno-
logical point of view. Let E↑(t) and E↓(t) be uniform effec-
tive electric fields that couple to spin ↑ and spin ↓ electrons,
respectively. These fields are sums of the ordinary electro-
static field plus the gradient of the local chemical potential,
which can be spin-dependent. We restrict ourselves to the
linear-response regime, assume weak electron-electron and
electron-impurity scattering, and ignore spin-flipping pro-
cesses altogether. If vs is the velocity of the center of mass
of electrons of spin s , and Ns is the number of such elec-
trons, the phenomenological equation of motion has the form
mNsv˙s52eNsEs1Fss¯ 2
m
tD
Nsvs , ~1!
where tD is the Drude scattering time and Fss¯ is the Cou-
lomb force exerted by spin s¯ (52s) electrons on spin s
electrons. By Newton’s third law Fss¯ 52Fs¯ s and by Gal-
ilean invariance this force can only depend on the relative
velocity of the two components. Hence, for weak Coulomb
coupling we write
Fss¯ 52gmNs
ns¯
n
~vs2vs¯ !, ~2!
where ns is the number density of electrons of spin s and
n5n↑1n↓ is the total density. Equation ~2! defines the spin
drag coefficient g . Fourier transforming Eq. ~1! with respect
to time, and making use of the relationship js(v)
52ensvs(v) between current density and velocity, we ob-
tain
ivjs~v!52
nse
2
m
Es~v!1S ns¯n g1 1tDD js~v!2 nsn gjs¯ ~v!.
~3!
The resistivity matrix rss8 is defined as the coefficient of
proportionality between the electric field and the current:4853 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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tion and Eq. ~3! shows that g is directly proportional to the
spin trans-resistivity,
g52
ne2
m
r↑↓ . ~4!
If we want to calculate microscopically the spin trans-
resistivity, special attention must be paid to the contributions
due to the electron-impurity scattering. In the theory of the
ordinary Coulomb drag10 such contributions are zero on the
average because the electrons in the two layers interact with
two different sets of impurities, which are uncorrelated to
each other. In the present case, however, electrons of oppo-
site spin interact with the same set of impurities, so that
electron-impurity terms do not vanish upon disorder averag-
ing. Fortunately, it will turn out that these terms cancel out
exactly at low frequency (v!EF) and to leading order in the
electron-electron and electron-impurity interactions.
To see how this happens, let us now proceed to the mi-
croscopic calculation of the spin trans-resistivity. We start
from the Kubo formula7 for the uniform conductivity matrix
ss ,s8~v!52
1
iv
e2
m
S nsds ,s81 ^^Ps ;Ps8&&vm D , ~5!
where ^^A;B&&v represents, as usual, the retarded response
function for the expectation value of A under the action of a
field that couples linearly to B. The resistivity matrix is the
inverse of the conductivity matrix. In the spirit of the Drude
approximation, we assume that the resistivity is essentially
independent of frequency for frequencies much smaller than
the Fermi energy. It is therefore permissible to take the limit
of weak electron-impurity and electron-electron scattering
before taking the limit of v→0.8 When the limits are carried
out in this order, the Ps’s are almost constants of the motion
and therefore the second term in the large parentheses of Eq.
~5! is a small correction to the first. Inverting Eq. ~5! to first
order in ^^Ps ;Ps8&&v and selecting the ↑↓ matrix element,
we obtain
r↑↓~v!5
iv
e2
^^P↑ ;P↓&&v
n↑n↓
. ~6!
It is convenient to recast this equation in a form that empha-
sizes the importance of the nonconservation of P↑ and P↓ .
To this end we make use twice of the general equation of
motion
^^A;B&&v5
1
v
~^@A ,B#&1i^^A˙ ;B&&v!, ~7!
where A˙ [2i@A ,H# is the time derivative of the operator A
and ^ & denotes the thermal average. Thus, Eq. ~6! can be
rewritten asr↑↓~v!5
i
e2n↑n↓
^^P˙ ↑ ;P˙ ↓&&v1i^@P˙ ↑ ,P↓#&
v
. ~8!
The commutator term controls the high-frequency behavior
of r↑↓(v) and can be expressed in terms of ground-state
properties.9 This term, however, gives a purely imaginary
contribution to the trans-resistivity. Our present interest is in
the real part of the trans-resistivity, which is controlled by
the imaginary part of the force-force response function.
The force operator is given by
P˙ s52
i
V (q qvqrqs¯r2qs2
i
V (q qvq
e2irq
i r2qs , ~9!
where vq54pe2/q2 is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb
interaction, vq
e2i is the Fourier transform of the electron-
impurity interaction, rqs is the electronic spin density fluc-
tuation operator, rq
i is the Fourier transform of the impurity
density ~a number!, and V is the volume of the system.
We are now ready to evaluate the contribution of corre-
lated impurity scattering to the trans-resistivity. Let us insert
the expression ~9! for P˙ s into Eq. ~8!. The impurity-impurity
contribution takes the form
Re r↑↓
I2I~v!52
Ni
n↑n↓e2vV
(
q
q2
3 uvq
e2iu2Im^^r2q↑ ;rq↓&&v
~10!
’2
Ni
n↑n↓e2vV
(
q
q2
3 uvq
e2iu2vq@x0↑8 ~q,v!
3x0↓9 ~q,v!1x0↑9 ~q,v!x0↓8 ~q,v!# , ~11!
where the last equality is valid to leading order in the Cou-
lomb and electron-impurity interactions, x0s8
(9) is the real
~imaginary! part of the noninteracting density-density re-
sponse function, and Ni is the number of impurities. In de-
riving this equation we have made use of the fact that, to the
first order in the Coulomb interaction and zero order in the
electron-impurity interaction, one has
x↑↓~q ,v![^^r2q↑ ;rq↓&&v.vqx0↑~q,v!x0↓~q,v!
~12!
FIG. 1. The two series of ‘‘bubble’’ diagrams for the four-point
response function x4r in the RPA. The vertices represent spin-
density fluctuations rqs as labeled.
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^rq
i r2q8
i &5Nidq ,q8 . ~13!
The Coulomb-impurity contributions to Eq. ~8! can also
be calculated easily. We note that in the limit of weak Cou-
lomb scattering the spin-up and spin-down components be-
come decoupled so that
^^r2q↑rq↓ ;r2q8↓&&v;dq,q8^r2q↑&^^rq↓ ;r2q8↓&&v .
~14!
The equilibrium value of the spin-up electron density fluc-
tuation is given, to first order in the electron-impurity inter-
action and zeroth order in the Coulomb interaction, by
^rq↑&5x0↑~q,0!vq
e2irq
i
, ~15!
where x0s(q,0) is the static noninteracting density-density
response function for spin s .
Making use of these results in Eq. ~8!, we obtain
Re r↑↓
C2I~v!5
1
n↑n↓e2vV
(
q
qO 2
3 vqvq
e2i
3^r2q↑&Im^^rq↓ ;r2q↓&&vrq
i
1~spin↑→spin↓ ! ~16!
’
Ni
n↑n↓e2vV
(
q
qO 2
3 uvq
e2iu2vq
3@x0↑8 ~q,0!x0↓9 ~q,v!
1x0↓8 ~q,0!x0↑9 ~q,v!# . ~17!Comparing Eq. ~11! and Eq. ~17!, it is clear that, in the limit
of v→0, the Coulomb-impurity term exactly cancels the
impurity-impurity contribution. Thus, at low frequency (v
!EF) and to leading order in the electron-electron and
electron-impurity interactions, the contribution of the impu-
rities disappears and the real part of the spin trans-resistivity
takes the form
Re r↑↓~v!5
1
n↑n↓e2vV2
(
qq8
qq8
3 vqvq8
3Im^^r2q↑rq↓ ;rq8↑r2q8↓&&v . ~18!
It must be stressed that the cancellation of correlated im-
purity scattering effects has been proved here only within the
frame of the Drude-Boltzmann theory defined by Eq. ~6!,
which is the result of interchanging the natural order of the
v→0 limit and the weak scattering limit. A more sophisti-
cated treatment of quantum effects in correlated impurity
scattering11 suggests that the spin drag would be even larger
than predicted by the present theory at temperatures so low
that kBT!\/tD . The temperature range in which these
quantum corrections are important shrinks to zero in the limit
of weak impurity scattering.
We have calculated the four-point response function
x4r(q,q8,v)[^^r2q↑rq↓ ;rq8↑r2q8↓&&v at finite tempera-
ture in a generalized random-phase approximation ~RPA!.
The selected diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. Because of its
infinite range, the Coulomb interaction must be treated to
infinite order, even when weak. The sum of the RPA dia-
grams has been evaluated by standard methods12 with the
following result:Re r↑↓~v ,T !5
1
n↑n↓Ve2
(
q
q2
3 vq
2 ~e
2bv21 !
v
3E
2‘
‘ dv8
p
@x↑↑9 ~q ,v8!x↓↓9 ~q ,v2v8!2x↑↓9 ~q ,v8!x↓↑9 ~q ,v2v8!#
~e2bv821 !~e2b(v2v8)21 !
. ~19!Here b51/kBT , with kB the Boltzmann constant, and
xss8
9 (q ,v) is the imaginary part of the RPA spin-resolved
density-density response function, which is related to the
noninteracting response function x0s(q ,v) as follows:
@x21~q ,v!#ss85@x0s#
21~q ,v!dss82vq . ~20!
It is possible to show by simple but tedious algebraic
calculations that this expression for the spin trans-resistivity
r↑↓(v ,T) reduces, in the case of finite temperature and v
50, to the well known result of memory function and dia-
grammatic theories for the Coulomb drag,10,13 Furthermore,
for T50 and vÞ0, the RPA is equivalent to the decoupling
approximation for the four-point response function used inRef. 14 to calculate the dynamical exchange-correlation ker-
nel. Thus our calculation demonstrates that those two ap-
proximations, quite different at first sight, are simply RPAs
performed in different limits.
Let us focus on the low-temperature and low-frequency
regime kBT!EF and v!EF , with EF the Fermi energy. In
this regime the imaginary part of the density-density re-
sponse functions xss89 (q ,v) is a linear function of v . In the
limit of vanishing impurity concentration, x0s(q ,v) is sim-
ply the Lindhard function, whose imaginary part, at low fre-
quency, is given by x0s9 (q,v→0)52(m2/4p)(v/q) and
whose real part can be approximated by its value at v50.
Making use of this limiting form, the calculation of r↑↓ can
be carried in an essentially analytical fashion. The result is
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\a
e2
4p2~kBT !21\2v2
6~Ry!2
3
1
24p3n¯ ↓n¯ ↑
E
0
2kFadq¯
q¯ 2
1
ue~q¯ /a ,0!u2
,
~21!
where a[\2/me2 is the effective Bohr radius, Ry5e2/2a is
the effective Rydberg, where kF[min(kF↑,k↓), with kFs be-
ing the d spin population Fermi wave vector, q¯[qa , n¯ s
[nsa
3
, and e(q ,v)512vqx0↑(q,v)2vqx0↓(q,v) is the
RPA dielectric function. Equation ~21! shows that, in the
absence of impurities, r↑↓(v ,T) is proportional to v2 for
kBT!v and to T2 for v!kBT .
Modifications in the form of x0s(q ,v) due to the pres-
ence of impurities can be taken into account through Mer-
min’s approximation scheme.15 These modifications amount
to replacing v/qvF by v/Dq2 (D5vF2 t/3) being the diffu-
sion constant! for v,1/t and q,1/vFt , where vF is the
Fermi velocity and t is the electron-impurity mean scattering
time. The v and T dependences of Eq. ~21! are not affected.
Writing explicitly in Eq. ~21! the dependence over rss
@where rss5(4pnsa3/3)21/3 is the usual electron gas pa-
rameter# one can also see that r↑↓(v ,T);rs↑3 rs↓3 , so that
ur↑↓u will strongly increase with decreasing electron
density.16 In Fig. 2 we plot ur↑↓(v50,T)u as a function of
the temperature, for n↑5n↓ and in the density range 1,rs
,7. The figure shows that, for metallic densities correspon-
dent to rs*5 and temperatures of the order of 40260 K ~at
which, for example, experiments on spin relaxation time us-
ing spin-polarized currents have been performed2!, the
spin trans-resistivity is appreciable @ ur↑↓(v50,T)u
*0.01 mV cm# .
Using this result, we can check a posteriori the consis-
tency of neglecting spin-flip processes. We estimate the spin-
diffusion time by ds /vF and the Coulomb scattering time
g21 from Eq. ~4!. For rs55 we obtain g21’10213 s and
ds /vF’10210 s: g21 is indeed several orders of magnitude
smaller than the spin-diffusion time, so our approximation is
fully justified.
In the remaining part of this paper, we describe an experi-
ment aimed at detecting the effect of the spin Coulomb drag
FIG. 2. Temperature and density dependence of ur↑↓(0,T)u in a
paramagnetic metal. The top line corresponds to rs57. The
electron-gas parameter is decremented by 1 starting from the top.and measuring the spin trans-resistivity. The setup is shown
in Fig. 3: a paramagnetic metal film of thickness L is sand-
wiched between two ferromagnets polarized in the same di-
rection. A battery is connected to the ferromagnets inducing
a spin-polarized current2 from the first ferromagnet ~‘‘injec-
tor’’! through the paramagnet and toward the second ferro-
magnet ~‘‘receiver’’!. The injector and receiver are chosen to
be half-metals, i.e., they have only electron states of spin ↑ at
the Fermi level ~see Fig. 3!. It follows that the injected cur-
rent j↑ is carried only by spin ↑ electrons. If we choose L
!ds , where ds is the spin relaxation length, we can safely
neglect spin-flipping processes and the polarized current en-
tering the paramagnet will not relax before reaching the re-
ceiver. Spin relaxation lengths are relatively large in some
materials (ds’100 mm in Al!,2 so the condition L!ds is not
particularly restrictive. Due to the SCD, the injected j↑ will
drag spin ↓ electrons toward the junction with the receiver.
But, since there is no conduction band available in the re-
ceiver for spin ↓ electrons, the circuit will behave as an open
circuit for spin ↓ electrons, i.e., j↓50. The vanishing of j↓ is
an indication that the Coulomb drag force is exactly balanced
by the gradient of the electrochemical potential for spin
down,
2eE↓1mg
j↑
n↑
50, ~22!
where E↓5„m↓ /e1E is the sum of the electrostatic field E
and the gradient of the chemical potential m↓ . What Eq. ~22!
tells us is that due to the SCD there will be a measurable
electrochemical potential difference eE↓l5emg j↑l/n↑ for
spin ↓ electrons between two points within the metal sepa-
rated by a distance l along the direction of the current.
To measure this potential difference, a second circuit in-
cluding a voltmeter of very large resistance is connected to
the regions of the paramagnet close to the junctions ~see Fig.
3!. Our purpose is to measure E↓ , so this second circuit must
be driven by the spin ↓ electrochemical potential only. In
FIG. 3. ~a! Experimental setup to detect the SCD effect: the
voltage DV is applied between two parallel half-metallic ferromag-
nets @injector ~inj.! and receiver ~rec.!# that sandwich a paramagnet
(P). The voltage DVD is detected using two ferromagnetic elec-
trodes ~d! similar to the injector and the receiver, but polarized in
the opposite direction. ~b! Schematic band structure of injector, re-
ceiver, d, and P.
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half-metallic ferromagnetic electrodes ~‘‘detectors’’!, similar
to the injector and the receiver, but polarized in the opposite
direction. In this way, for the same reasons explained before,
the detection circuit will be ‘‘open’’ as far as spin ↑ electrons
are concerned, and the current flowing in the voltmeter will
be exclusively driven by the electrochemical potential differ-
ence of spin ↓ electrons. The spin trans-resistivity will then
be given by r↑↓5(DVD /I↑)(A/l), where DVD is the voltage
measured by the meter, A is the cross section of the para-
magnetic metal, l is the distance between the detectors, and
I↑ the current flowing between injector and receiver. As
shown by our calculations, we expect a resistivity of theorder of 1022 mV cm that is proportional to T2 for kBT
@v .
In summary, we have pointed out a novel effect in spin-
polarized transport, the spin Coulomb drag, and we have
proposed an experiment to observe it. We hope that this pa-
per will stimulate experimental work aimed at the detection
of this effect.
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